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 Our hosting provider has switched to a different server to provide us with better security and 
faster speeds at no additional cost to the Federation.  
 
The following is a message from Trilogy regarding the upgrade 
 

Regarding the server I wanted to address some concerns you might have. Yes, Trilogy is 
updating its servers, now our servers are provided by Dreamhost whereas before they were 
provided privately. The cost soared, and security decreased, making it not an ideal fit for our 
client base.  

With any hosting operation the actual box in its physical location is usually provided by 
hardware infrastructure experts. The key factor here is that this is not on a shared box, our 
servers are entirely Trilogy Solutions. This is the same situation we had before except now we 
have upgraded our servers with faster resources including a more robust security environment 
optimized for WordPress hosting, not to mention the box is connected to a faster network. 
 
Essentially what you and your board need to know is that Trilogy Solutions hosting has upgraded 
and is now better than it was before. We stand by making the decision that was the best solution 
and overall experience for our clients.  
 
Kindest regards, 
 
Jenna Robins 
Trilogy Solutions 

________________ 
 
 Continuing with my report, A big Thank-you to Jean Wood for her work on the 
Round Dance page and Cuer info as well as setting up the online Calendar. 
 
 To date there has been no input for updating the online calendar except for myself adding 
my own club’s info on their dance nights and I have added the Festivals page with a few 
Festivals already added in. 
 
 Regarding the new server, the access information for each club website has changed. 
anyone that has an issue, please email me, I will forward the new ftp connection info or 
WordPress log-in info as needed. I am missing some information for who is taking care of some 
of the sites, so I am waiting for those people to contact me. 
 
Regards, 
Frank McNeil 
Webmaster 
 
  


